Effect of meal frequency and timing on physical performance
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Two areas of sports nutrition in which the periodicity of eating has been studied relate to: (1) the habitually high energy intakes of many athletes, and (2) the optimization of carbohydrate (CHO) availability to enhance performance. The present paper examines how the timing and frequency of food and fluid intake can assist the athlete and physically-active person to improve their exercise performance in these areas. Frequent eating occasions provide a practical strategy allowing athletes to increase energy intake while concomitantly reducing the gastric discomfort of infrequent large meals. The optimization of CHO stores is a special challenge for athletes undertaking prolonged training or competition sessions. This is a cyclical process with post-exercise CHO ingestion promoting muscle and liver glycogen re-synthesis; pre-exercise feedings being practised to optimize substrate availability and feedings during exercise providing a readily-available source of exogenous fuel as endogenous stores become depleted. The timing and frequency of CHO intake at these various stages are crucial determinants for optimizing fuel availability to enhance exercise capacity.
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Reviews of dietary guidelines for athletes (American Dietetic Association, 1993; Burke & Hawley, 1997a) have identified a number of nutritional goals for optimal physical performance, including issues relating to everyday eating as well as acute strategies to enhance key exercise sessions. To date, research in these areas has focused on identifying and quantifying the energy requirements of various sporting activities. Despite evidence from other areas of nutrition research that physiological and metabolic responses during exercise can be manipulated by altering meal frequency and timing, the study of the pattern of food intake to provide these requirements has received far less attention.

Two areas in which the periodicity of eating has been extensively studied relate to the habitually high energy intakes of many athletes, and the optimization of carbohydrate (CHO) availability to enhance performance. Accordingly, the aim of the present paper is to examine how the timing and frequency of food and fluid intake can assist the physically-active person to improve their exercise capacity via the application of appropriate and scientifically-based nutritional strategies in these areas.

PERIODICITY OF EATING TO MEET TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The most basic nutritional concern for individuals undertaking strenuous physical activity is the excess of energy expended above the normal daily energy expenditure. Whereas the untrained individual has an energy expenditure of 8.5-10.5 MJ/d (Brotherhood, 1984), athletes undergoing strenuous training often have energy expenditures two to three times greater than this, with the energy cost of training being as much as 40% of their total energy expenditure (Danforth, 1985). Athletes also incur extremely high energy requirements due to their large body size, periods of growth and muscular development, or a combination of these factors. The reported energy intakes of athletes are variable and
susceptible to a number of methodological errors; nevertheless, typical mean energy intakes for groups with high energy requirements range from 15 to 25 MJ/d for males (De Wijn & Van Erp-Baart, 1980; Barry et al. 1981; Short & Short, 1983; Van Erp-Baart et al. 1989; Burke et al. 1991) and from 10 to 17 MJ/d for females (De Wijn & Van Erp-Baart, 1980; Barry et al. 1981; Short & Short, 1983; Van Erp-Baart et al. 1989; Burke et al. 1991).

In addition to high energy requirements, athletes undertaking prolonged moderate to high (≥70% of maximal \( V_{O_2,\text{max}} \)) intensity exercise have greatly increased CHO needs; extra CHO is necessary to optimize fuel availability during training sessions, and to promote post-exercise muscle glycogen re-synthesis. Dietary records from cyclists competing in the Tour de France revealed a mean total energy intake of 24.3 MJ/d, with a CHO intake of 12.3 g/kg body mass (BM) per d (Saris et al. 1989). Since CHO is less energy dense than lipid, and many CHO-rich foods are bulky and fibre-rich, a high-CHO–high-energy diet entails a large food volume and considerable eating time.

Although the relationship between energy intake and frequency of eating has not been systematically studied in athletes, a number of dietary surveys have commented on the ‘grazing’ food patterns or high frequency of food consumption in athletes who report large energy intakes (De Wijn & Van Erp-Baart, 1980; Khoo et al. 1987; Van Erp-Baart et al. 1989; Lindeman, 1990; Burke et al. 1991; Hawley & Williams 1991; Butterworth et al. 1994). Burke et al. (1991) commented on the pattern of five to six eating occasions daily by triathletes and runners, while Lindeman (1990) observed that the triathletes she surveyed reported an average of nine eating occasions daily. Hawley & Williams (1991) noted that more the 90% of their sample of age-group swimmers consumed snacks between meals, while runners and cyclists typically report an average of eight to ten eating occasions daily, with an inverse relationship between energy intake and the time interval between eating (Kirsch & Von Ameln, 1981). It appears that eating a series of small meals and snacks over the course of the day is a practical strategy which allows increased energy intake, while also reducing the gastric discomfort of infrequent large meals.

In the majority of these dietary studies of the nutritional practices of active individuals, the definition of an eating occasion and the distinction between ‘meals’ and ‘snacks’ have not been made clear. However, for the most part meals were defined according to culturally-based determinants such as the time of day of eating and the types of foods consumed. When these definitions are used, the estimated contribution of ‘between meal snacks’ to the total daily intake is high and consistent across a variety of athletic populations, accounting for approximately one-third of total daily energy intake (De Wijn & Van Erp-Baart, 1980; Khoo et al. 1987; Van Erp-Baart et al. 1989; Butterworth et al. 1994). While frequency of eating provides an important aid to the challenge of high energy requirements, food selection should also be considered. When energy and, in particular, CHO needs are high the composition of meals and snacks should favour the inclusion of less-bulky forms of CHO such as commercially-available CHO drinks, and foods rich in simple sugars.

An important observation from several of the investigations which have reported very high energy intakes in athletes is that a significant amount of the daily nutrient intake may be consumed while the individual is exercising; considering the extremely high daily energy requirements, such athletes need to use all available opportunities in order to meet their energy needs, including the time taken for training or competing. For example, CHO-rich foods and drinks consumed while riding provided nearly 50% of the total energy, and 60% of the daily CHO intake of cyclists competing in the Tour de France (Saris et al. 1989). Only by adopting such a nutritional regimen can these cyclists maintain energy balance over the 20 d of the Tour during which they ride over 4000 km. Suitable food
choices to attain such goals include concentrated sports drinks and portable CHO-rich foods such as fruit, confectionery, bread, cakes and bars.

Although individuals participating in non-weight-bearing sports consume significant amounts of energy while training or competing, in many events the mode and intensity of exercise effectively prevent the consumption of nutrients other than sports drinks which typically have an CHO content of only 50–70 g/l. As a result some athletes may find that practical issues associated with their exercise schedule challenge their ability to meet daily energy and nutrient requirements. The fear of gastrointestinal discomfort and the reduced access to foods and fluid may limit intake both during the exercise bout and also for up to 3 h before the session. Many individuals also report diminished appetite in the 2–3 h immediately after strenuous exercise. Such persons may require nutritional counselling to find additional opportunities for energy and nutrient intake, and to identify foods and drinks which are specially suited to their unique circumstances.

CARBOHYDRATE AVAILABILITY AND EXERCISE CAPACITY

CHO is the predominant source of energy for muscle metabolism during short (<60 s) bouts of supra-maximal work (Saltin & Karlsson, 1971) and the preferred fuel for muscle for prolonged, moderate-intensity exercise lasting up to 4 h (Hawley & Hopkins, 1995). Unfortunately, however, the total reserves of endogenous CHO are limited to 8–10 MJ in the healthy individual and are often substantially less than the fuel requirements of many athletic events. Therefore, an important concern for the athlete is to match CHO availability to the requirements of training and competition. The optimization of CHO stores is a special challenge for athletes who undertake prolonged exercise sessions. This is a cyclic process, with post-exercise CHO ingestion promoting muscle and liver glycogen re-synthesis in order to maximize endogenous CHO stores for the subsequent training session; pre-exercise feedings being practised to ‘top up’ and fine-tune substrate availability; and feedings during exercise providing a readily-available source of exogenous fuel as endogenous stores become depleted. The timing and frequency of CHO intake at these various stages are crucial determinants for optimizing fuel availability to enhance exercise capacity. While it should be noted that investigations measuring the direct effect of such strategies on exercise performance are rare, there is evidence that the manipulation of eating schedules may be important to achieve specific goals of sports nutrition both in daily training and in the acute or competition setting. These will now be discussed.

TIMING OF PRE-EXERCISE FEEDINGS TO INCREASE CARBOHYDRATE AVAILABILITY

The goals of pre-exercise nutrition are to optimize muscle and liver glycogen stores; to avoid gastrointestinal discomfort during exercise; and to avoid the exaggerated increase in plasma insulin concentrations that sometimes result in rebound-hypoglycaemia in susceptible individuals. The pre-exercise period is defined here as the 4 h period before an event and has been divided into two metabolically-significant stages: the 2–4 h pre-exercise and the 30–60 min period pre-exercise.

The importance of 2–4 h pre-exercise feedings for enhancing fuel status largely depends on the degree of recovery since the previous exercise session. Athletes who have reduced their exercise regimen and consumed a CHO-rich diet for 2–3 d before competition (‘CHO-loading’) will increase their muscle glycogen stores significantly (Sherman et al. [17x16] at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1079/BJN19970107).
However, athletes undertaking strenuous daily training or competition may enter the pre-exercise period with sub-optimal muscle and liver fuel stores.

A CHO-rich meal consumed 4 h before exercise significantly increases muscle and liver glycogen content which may have been suppressed by previous exercise or an overnight fast (Coyle et al. 1985). Furthermore, the intake of a substantial amount of CHO (approximately 300 g) 4 h before exercise by fasted subjects improved the time taken to complete a fixed amount of work following prolonged, moderate-intensity cycling, compared with when subjects did not ingest CHO (Sherman et al. 1989). Similar results of enhanced endurance (Wright et al. 1991) and work output at the end of a standardized exercise bout (Neuf er et al. 1987) have been reported when large (> 200 g) meals were consumed in the 3–4 h before moderate-intensity cycling. Elevation of muscle glycogen content provides one mechanism to explain performance improvements; however, CHO availability is also improved via restoration of liver glycogen stores and the storage of glucose in the gastrointestinal space for later release. Since liver glycogen stores are labile and may be substantially depleted by an overnight fast, pre-exercise CHO intake on the morning of an event may be important for maintaining euglycaemia via hepatic glucose output during the latter stages of prolonged exercise.

One hypothesized disadvantage of pre-exercise CHO feedings, however, is the elevation of plasma insulin concentrations which would be expected to suppress fat metabolism while concomitantly accelerating CHO oxidation and causing a decline in plasma glucose concentrations during subsequent exercise. Such metabolic alterations have been observed when feedings were given 4 h before exercise, and persist even though plasma glucose and insulin concentrations had normalized by the onset of exercise (Coyle et al. 1985). However, such metabolic perturbations do not appear detrimental to performance. More importantly, the increase in CHO availability associated with large pre-exercise feedings more than offsets the increase in exercise CHO utilization.

Compared with the unfed state, the consumption of CHO in the 30–60 min period before exercise causes a pronounced elevation in plasma glucose and insulin concentrations at the onset of exercise. Foster et al. (1979) reported that feeding 75 g glucose 30 min before exercise impaired cycle time to exhaustion at 80 % of $V_{O_{2\text{max}}}$ but did not alter the length of time subjects were able to ride during more intense (100 % of $V_{O_{2\text{max}}}$) exercise. They observed a rapid drop in blood glucose concentration during the first 10 min of exercise after subjects had been fed CHO, but noted that this response was transient and was not associated with fatigue. Although muscle glycogen content was not determined, the reduction in endurance following CHO feeding was attributed to an accelerated muscle glycogenolysis (Foster et al. 1979).

Unfortunately the results of this study have been so widely reported and publicised that warnings to avoid CHO intake during the hour before endurance exercise have become part of sports nutrition dogma (Wilmore & Costill, 1994; Inge & Brukner, 1986). However, a review of the literature reveals that this is the only study to find reductions in performance capacity after the ingestion of CHO in the hour before exercise. Other investigations have found either no detrimental effect or improvements in performance ranging from 7 to 20 % (Table 1).

While a few individuals may experience an exaggerated and detrimental response to the hyperinsulinaemia associated with pre-exercise feedings, these symptoms may be overcome by manipulating the timing of CHO feedings, or by choosing CHO sources that produce a minimal glycaemic–insulinaemic response. Such CHO would include fructose (Hargreaves et al. 1987) or CHO-rich foods with a low glycaemic index (GI). Because the ingestion of low-GI CHO foods produce less metabolic disturbances before and during
Table 1. The effect of carbohydrate feedings during the hour immediately before exercise on subsequent exercise performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Time of pre-exercise feed (min)</th>
<th>CHO feeding</th>
<th>Exercise regimen</th>
<th>Effect on performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chryssanthopoulos et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Five T males</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>75 g glucose</td>
<td>Run to exhaustion at 70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four T females</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eight UT males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devlin et al. (1986)</td>
<td>Eight UT males</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43 g sucrose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Febbraio &amp; Stewart (1996)</td>
<td>Six T males</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1 g CHO/kg BM as high or low GI</td>
<td>Cycle for 2 h at 70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ then 15 min TT</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster et al. (1979)</td>
<td>Eight T males</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70 g glucose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 80% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>↓19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eight T females</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gleeson et al. (1986)</td>
<td>Six UT males</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>70 g glucose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>↑13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodpaster et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Ten T males</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 g amylose or amylopectin starch/kg BM</td>
<td>Cycle 90 min at 66% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ then 30 min TT</td>
<td>↑7% more work with amylopectin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hargreaves et al. (1987)</td>
<td>Six T males</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>75 g glucose or 75 g fructose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 75% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurray et al. (1983)</td>
<td>Six T females</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100 g glucose or 100 g fructose</td>
<td>Run to exhaustion at 80% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okano et al. (1988)</td>
<td>Twelve T males</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60–85 g fructose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 62–81% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>↑7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Nine T males</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>75 g glucose polymer or 150 g glucose polymer</td>
<td>90 min cycle at 70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ then TT</td>
<td>↑13% faster with CHO feedings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Eight T males</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70 g CHO, as low GI (lentils) or high GI (potato) or glucose</td>
<td>Cycle to exhaustion at 65–70% $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Low GI ↑20%, high GI and glucose no effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHO, carbohydrate; UT, untrained; T, trained; $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$, maximal $O_2$ uptake; BM, body mass; GI, glycaemic index; TT, time-trial; ↑, improvement in performance; ↓, impairment in performance.
exercise compared with the intake of the same quantity of high-GI CHO (Jenkins et al. 1984), they have recently been promoted as the preferred pre-exercise meal choice (Thomas et al. 1991). However, further research is needed to confirm clear benefits from eating low-GI pre-event meals on exercise performance in all athletes. Indeed, a recent study has reported no differences in performance following ingestion of either low- or high-GI pre-exercise feedings (Febbraio & Stewart, 1996).

The 'bottom line' for the majority of athletes is that metabolic perturbations associated with the intake of any type of CHO in the hour before exercise are transient, of little physiological significance, and are off-set by the increased CHO availability. Hence, the benefits and the practical issues associated with pre-exercise feedings should be judged according to the situation and the individual athlete. In some cases an athlete may need to eat before a prolonged training session or competition in order to prevent hunger during the subsequent exercise bout. The universal challenge is to try and ensure that such feedings do not cause excessive fullness, or result in gastrointestinal discomfort (e.g. vomiting, diarrhoea) during exercise. Excessive stomach fullness caused by the ingestion of large volumes of fluid before intense exercise is not only associated with gastrointestinal problems, but also an impairment in exercise performance (Robinson et al. 1995).

In general, 3–4 h may be needed for the digestion of a large CHO-rich, low-fat meal. On the other hand, a smaller CHO-rich snack or a CHO-rich drink may be consumed without gastric disadvantages 30–90 min before exercise; this may be a more suitable choice for athletes who are competing in early morning events, or as a ‘top up’ when there is a long gap between the last meal and the exercise session. Athletes undertaking very early training sessions typically do not consume CHO before the session, judging time and gastrointestinal comfort to be of greater importance than their liver glycogen status. In practice, many athletes are unable to ‘work backwards’ from the exercise session to consume the theoretically ideal pre-exercise meal programme; instead the ‘best possible’ plan is usually chosen.

INCREASING CARBOHYDRATE AVAILABILITY DURING EXERCISE: EFFECT OF TIME OF FEEDINGS ON METABOLISM AND ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

There is now strong evidence that increasing the availability of CHO during prolonged, moderate-intensity exercise can improve work capacity. The majority of well-controlled trials employing either prolonged cycling (Brooke et al. 1975; Bjorkman et al. 1984; Coyle et al. 1986; Blom et al. 1987; Coggan & Coyle, 1987, 1988, 1989; Anantaraman et al. 1995; Below et al. 1995; Jeukendrup et al. 1997) or treadmill running (Macaraeg, 1983; Sasaki et al. 1987; Williams et al. 1990) have shown significant improvements in exercise ‘performance’ with CHO ingestion (Table 1). Even when there was no significant positive effect of CHO ingestion on exercise capacity (Felig et al. 1982; Fruth & Gisolfi, 1983; Inge & Brukner, 1986; Flynn et al. 1987; Riley et al. 1988), neither was performance adversely affected by increasing the availability of CHO (Table 1).

Although there is some evidence that increasing CHO availability decreases rates of muscle glycogen utilization (Hargreaves et al. 1984; Erickson et al. 1987), the majority of studies show no effect of CHO feedings during moderate-intensity exercise on muscle glycogenolysis (Coyle et al. 1985; Fielding et al. 1985; Flynn et al. 1987; Hargreaves & Briggs, 1988; Noakes et al. 1988; Bosch et al. 1993). Rather, the major effect of CHO feedings during prolonged exercise is to maintain plasma glucose concentration, sustain high rates of CHO oxidation, and spare liver glycogen (Bosch et al. 1993).
In order to study the contribution of ingested CHO to total energy metabolism, isotopes such as naturally-labelled $^{13}$C-glucose (Saris et al. 1993; Wagenmakers et al. 1993) or radioactive $^{14}$C-labelled CHO (Hawley et al. 1992b) must be added to the food or drink. Reviews of isotope studies which have taken into consideration methodological problems involved with these techniques reveal that there are no physiologically-important differences in the maximal rates of ingested CHO oxidation from a variety of moderate to high-GI CHO sources ingested during prolonged, moderate-intensity exercise. With the exception of fructose, exogenous CHO is ultimately oxidized at a peak rate of 1 g/min (Hawley et al. 1992a; Guezennec, 1995).

Rates of ingested CHO oxidation also appear to be unaffected by the use of different feeding schedules. Comparison of the single bolus (total glucose intake approximately 50–100 g) with the multiple glucose feeding studies (total glucose intake approximately 100–220 g) show that the amount of ingested CHO oxidized in the first hour of exercise, and the peak rates of ingested glucose oxidation are quite similar. With most of the feeding schedules approximately 20 g of ingested glucose was oxidized in the first hour and, in all cases, the peak rate of ingested CHO oxidation did not exceed 1 g/min (Hawley et al. 1992a). Since repetitive feedings would be expected to accelerate the delivery of glucose from the stomach to the duodenum (Mitchell & Voss, 1991; Noakes et al. 1991), the similar peak rates of exogenous glucose oxidation after single and multiple feedings of moderate (50–200 g) glucose loads suggest that ingested CHO oxidation is probably limited by its rate of absorption from the intestine and passage via the liver into the systemic circulation (Hawley et al. 1994).

With regard to the effect of the frequency and dose of CHO feedings on exercise performance, Fielding et al. (1985) studied healthy subjects who ingested approximately 10 g CHO at 30 min intervals, or approximately 21 g CHO at 60 min intervals throughout 4 h of cycling exercise. Although the total dosage of CHO was identical in the two trials, CHO feedings did not affect either the rate of muscle glycogen utilization, nor a sprint-ride to exhaustion at the end of the prolonged, submaximal exercise bout.

Whereas feeding frequency does not appear to influence the rates of either endogenous or ingested CHO oxidation during prolonged exercise, withholding CHO until late in an exercise bout will impair performance. McConell et al. (1996) studied eight well-trained men who rode for 2 h at 70% of $V_{O_{2\text{max}}}$ followed immediately by a 15 min ‘performance’ ride. Subjects ingested either 250 ml of a 70 g CHO/l solution every 15 min throughout exercise, or a placebo for 90 min followed by a 210 g CHO/l beverage at 91, 105 and 120 min. Despite starting the performance ride with significantly elevated plasma glucose concentrations when CHO was ingested late in exercise, the total work performed during the 15 min time-trial was significantly higher when subjects had been fed CHO throughout exercise. These results suggest that CHO ingestion improves performance through mechanisms other than, or in addition to, an increased CHO availability to the contracting muscles.

Of course, practical considerations may dictate the timing and frequency of feedings that athletes can follow. During endurance events, energy replacement occurs while the athlete is literally ‘on the run,’ and might only be limited by consideration of the time lost in stopping or slowing down to consume food or fluid, or the impact of such ingestion on gastrointestinal discomfort. On the other hand, in many team sports the opportunity to ingest fluid is governed by the official rules of the sport and limited to formal breaks or during informal injury stoppages (Burke & Hawley, 1997b). In this regard, it is interesting to observe the evolution of the International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) rules governing the intake of food and fluid during prolonged exercise (Fig. 1). Since the first
INCREASING CARBOHYDRATE AVAILABILITY POST-EXERCISE: EFFECT OF TIME AND TYPE OF FEEDINGS ON RECOVERY

Previously it was thought that up to 48h was necessary to restore muscle and liver glycogen stores to normal levels following exercise-induced depletion (Piehl, 1974; Piehl et al. 1974). Now it is commonly accepted that glycogen repletion can be accomplished within 24h providing the amount and timing of CHO is optimal.

To determine the effect of the timing of CHO intake after an exercise-induced depletion regimen, Ivy et al. (1988) had trained subjects lower their muscle glycogen stores by intermittent low-and-high-intensity exercise, and then ingest CHO at various times after exercise. The rate of muscle glycogen storage was highest (7.7 mmol/kg wet weight (ww) per h) for the first 2h period when subjects ingested CHO immediately post exercise but was lower (4.1 mmol/kg ww per h) when CHO consumption was delayed for 2h after exercise had stopped. When little or no CHO was consumed for several hours, there was minimal glycogen re-synthesis (2.5 mmol/kg ww per h) (Ivy et al. 1988). Although interpretation of these data have focused on the higher rates of glycogen synthesis in the immediate post-exercise period, compared with that several hours later, it is unlikely that these differences are physiologically important. Perhaps the most significant finding is that failure to consume CHO in the immediate phase of post-exercise recovery results in very low rates of glycogen restoration until feeding occurs. Hence, the importance of early intake of CHO following strenuous exercise is to avoid delaying the provision of substrate to the muscle cell, more than to take advantage of a period of moderately-enhanced glycogen synthesis. This strategy is most important when there is only 4–8h of recovery.
between exercise sessions and the athlete wishes to maximize glycogen storage. As the time for recovery becomes longer (i.e. > 24 h) it is likely that any small differences in the early rates of glycogen re-synthesis are unimportant.

The question of whether CHO intake during recovery is best consumed as large feedings or as a series of snacks has been addressed by several groups. The results of these studies show that as long as the total amount of CHO ingested is sufficient, the repletion of muscle glycogen synthesis is unaffected by the frequency of food intake: muscle glycogen storage after 24 h was similar when 525 g CHO was fed as two or seven meals (Costill et al. 1981) or when 10 g CHO/kg BM was consumed as either four large meals or sixteen snacks (Burke et al. 1996).

The effects of the type (low or high GI) and form (solid or liquid) of CHO ingested during the post-exercise recovery period on the rates of muscle glycogen synthesis have also been investigated. Whereas glucose and sucrose have been shown to produce similar rates of muscle glycogen recovery (Blom et al. 1987; Ivy et al. 1988; Reed et al. 1989), the ingestion of similar amounts of fructose promotes a much lower rate of glycogen storage (Blom et al. 1987). However, studies of single nutrient feedings of mono- or disaccharides during the first 6 h of recovery hardly deal with the more relevant issues of food intake and everyday nutrition goals. The results of studies of muscle glycogen re-synthesis with different CHO foods have produced conflicting results, principally because of the confusing classification of CHO foods into ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ types. Such nomenclature is based on structural considerations rather than true metabolic or physiological properties (Jenkins et al. 1984). For example, Costill et al. (1981) reported that during the first 24 h of recovery after exhaustive running, both ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ CHO foods produced comparable rates of muscle glycogen synthesis. Over the subsequent 24 h period, the consumption of ‘complex’ CHO resulted in a significantly higher rate of glycogen storage. More recent data, however, suggest that rates of muscle glycogen synthesis were significantly greater during the first 6 h post-exercise when ‘simple’ rather than ‘complex’ CHO foods were ingested, possibly as a consequence of the higher plasma insulin concentration following ingestion of the ‘simple’ CHO (Kiens et al. 1990).

It has been hypothesized that CHO foods with a moderate-to-high GI should take priority in the post-exercise diet, and that foods with a low GI should not make up more than one-third of recovery meals (Coyle, 1992). Results of a recent study support this notion. Burke et al. (1993) reported that a diet comprising high-GI CHO foods promoted greater glycogen storage than an equal amount of CHO eaten as low-GI foods in the 24 h period after strenuous exercise. On the other hand, the consumption of CHO in both solid or liquid form appears to be equally efficient in providing substrate for muscle glycogen synthesis (Keizer et al. 1986; Reed et al. 1989).

SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Some athletes have energy expenditures two to three times greater than untrained mass-matched individuals, with up to 40% of their energy expenditure being the cost of training. In situations of increased energy requirements they adopt a high frequency of food consumption, often eating one-third of their total energy intake as between meal snacks throughout the day. Because CHO requirements are high, and because endogenous CHO reserves are limited, athletes undertaking prolonged, strenuous exercise should seek to maximize CHO availability at all times. This can be achieved by the ingestion of pre-exercise (1–4 h) meals, CHO feedings at regular intervals throughout exercise, and an
aggressive post-exercise nutritional strategy involving the consumption of CHO as soon as practical after exercise.

Future research should fine-tune the timing of CHO intake pre-, during and post-exercise. In particular, studies which measure the effect of these strategies on actual performance are needed. Applied research, using experimental designs that mimic true sporting activities, and in which athletes actually eat common foods, is of high priority, as practical considerations more often than not dictate the athletes’ ingestion regimen.

There are many other frontiers of sports nutrition research in which the timing of the intake of specific foods and nutrients may prove to be important, including:
(1) the role of endogenous and exogenous fat as fuel for exercise metabolism. Can the intake of medium-chain triacylglycerols during exercise be of benefit to sports performance, and if so, what is the optimal timing of such feedings? Is repletion of intramuscular triacylglycerol an important issue for post-exercise recovery, and if so, what is the optimal timing of such feedings?
(2) optimizing protein synthesis for gain of lean BM. Does the timing of food–nutrient intake and post-exercise eating patterns affect protein synthesis?
(3) immune system and recovery. Does the timing of food–nutrient intake during and after exercise optimize immune responses (e.g. antioxidants)?
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